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Royale Botanicals, the hemp division of Dutch Heritage
Gardens, announces a sales agreement with Quick
Plug, a division of Dümmen Orange

COLUMBUS, Ohio – (Apr. 27, 2021) – Dümmen Orange, through its Quick Plug division,
has entered into a sales agreement with Dutch Heritage Gardens through its Royale Botanicals
hemp division. The agreement positions both companies at the forefront of the ever-expanding
hemp industry. By working together on creating exceptional genetics and developing nationwide
production, this distribution network allows for premium quality hemp clones to be grown for
CBD extraction.

“We are really excited to work alongside one of the most renowned companies in
horticulture,” said Aaron Van Wingerden, Dutch Heritage Gardens President. “The hemp
industry needs leadership and stability. We believe, together, that we can help steer the
industry in the right direction. Our long-standing relationship with Dümmen Orange in our
flower and bedding plant business makes us optimistic that things will continue evolving in this
new and exciting market.”
Dutch Heritage Gardens is one of America’s leading bedding plant growers. The company
supplies over 200 retail locations in Colorado and surrounding states with flowers year-round.
Royale Botanicals was founded in 2017 and has been successful in breeding several winning
hemp cultivars for CBD biomass extraction. Since its inception, Royale Botanicals has produced
and sold over 10 million hemp clones nationwide.
“This is an incredible development for both sides as hemp is a great plant with unlimited
potential,” said Keith Cable, Dümmen Orange North America President. “We look forward to
a very bright future for hemp clones with widespread use in CBD extraction. Our company’s
extensive relationship with Dutch Heritage Gardens makes taking this giant step forward a
natural fit.”
Dümmen Orange is the world’s largest breeder and propagator of cut flowers, bulbs, tropical
plants, pot plants, bedding plants and perennials. This new hemp clone initiative with Dutch
Heritage Gardens is Dümmen’s first entry into the U.S. hemp industry.
For more details, contact Royale Botanicals’ National Sales Manager Sam Burney at (704) 8074463.
About Royale Botanicals
Royale Botanicals, a division of Dutch Heritage Gardens, remains focused on a mission of
providing customers with consistency, transparency, and reliability at every stage of the growing
process. The division’s hemp clones are grown using proprietary breeding and selection
process, and certified by independent labs for quality. Royale Botanicals is committed to
delivering outstanding hemp clones to all customers, and providing them with the personalized
resources and educational material they need to be successful. For more information on Royale
Botanicals, visit royale-botanicals.com.
About Dümmen Orange
Dümmen Orange represents a legacy of floricultural excellence more than a century in the
making. By uniting the world’s top breeders under one distinctive brand, the company blends
traditional techniques and emerging technologies to provide the largest selection of superior
flowers and plants on earth. Globally accessible and locally embedded, Dümmen Orange
continues to be at the forefront of its industry while bringing stability and opportunity to
partners and associates worldwide. Grounded in this rich history, wise growth and deep
commitment to customers, Dümmen Orange blooms brighter year after year. For more
information on Dümmen Orange, visit na.dummenorange.com.

About Quick Plug
Quick Plug North America, a Dümmen Orange division, is proud to provide solutions to
growers through the design and manufacture of superior growing media. Quick Plug products
are designed to reduce labor, boost root development and increase germination rates across a
wide range of product categories. For more information on Quick Plug, visit na.quickplug.global.
About Dutch Heritage Gardens
Since its inception in 2006, Dutch Heritage Gardens continues to cultivate its legacy of
creativity and quality that believes flowers bring inspiration to all and should be a part of daily
life. Passion and dedication to producing superior plants drives Dutch Heritage Gardens to
continually pursue excellence and consistently look for ways to elevate and deliver exceptional
products and experience. An ecofriendly approach allows Dutch Heritage Gardens to deliver
outstanding product accessible to everyone while preserving nature’s beauty. For more
information on Dutch Heritage Gardens, visit dhgardens.com.
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